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Contact with Reality 2017-05-05 is knowledge discovered or just invented can we ever get outside ourselves to know how reality is in
itself independent of us philosophical realism raises the question whether in our knowing we connect with an independent reality or
only connect with our own mental constructs far from being a silly parlor game the question impacts our lives concretely and deeply
modern western culture has been infected with antirealism and the doubt skepticism subjectivism relativism and atheism that attends it
not to mention distrust and arbitrary mis use of reality premier scientist turned philosopher michael polanyi stepped aside from
research to offer an innovative account of knowing that takes its cue from how discovery actually happens polanyi defied the
antirealism of the twentieth century sounding a ringing note of hope in his repeated claim that in discovery we know we have made
contact with reality because we have a sense of the possibility of indeterminate future manifestations and that sense marks contact with
reality because it is the way reality is abundant generous and fraught with as yet unnameable possibilities this book examines that
distinctive claim contrasting it to the wider philosophical discussions regarding realism and antirealism in the recent decades it shows
why polanyi s outlook is superior and why that matters not just to scientific discoverers but to us all
Leadership and Politics 1989 in twelve essays influential scholars in political science explore the meaning of political leadership from
the kaleidoscopic perspectives of the leaders institutions goals procedures problems and traditions involved the approaches as varied as
the subject itself coalesce around the central question of how leaders interact with transform or are controlled by the organizations they
lead
Esprit généreux, esprit pantagruélicque 2008 these fifteen essays by former doctoral students now distinguished seiziemistes of francois
rigolot meredith howland pyne professor of french literature at princeton university represent a tribute to his qualities as professor
scholar and person who embodies both a montaignian esprit genereux and a rabelaisian pantagruelisme they pay homage to his
renowned erudition and publications on all aspects of french renaissance literature his pedagogical skills his support of students and
colleagues his leadership at princeton university and his inspirational personality the balanced mixture of creative imagination rigorous
explication de texte and delightful personal rhetoric that characterizes professor rigolot s scholarly works still forms a source of
inspiration for his students as is clear in this volume regrouping the major fields of interest in which the minds of magister and discipuli
produced the most fruitful dialogues poetry the renaissance au feminin rabelais and montaigne spanning a wide variety of authors
petrarch sceve ronsard cretin marguerite de navarre louise labe rabelais montaigne la boetie and pascal these studies for a tribute to the
extraordinary breadth of professor rigolot s research interests
Under-Rewarded Efforts 2018-07-11 why has an economy that has done so many things right failed to grow fast under rewarded
efforts traces mexico s disappointing growth to flawed microeconomic policies that have suppressed productivity growth and nullified
the expected benefits of the country s reform efforts fast growth will not occur doing more of the same or focusing on issues that may
be key bottlenecks to productivity growth elsewhere but not in mexico it will only result from inclusive institutions that effectively
protect workers against risks redistribute towards those in need and simultaneously align entrepreneurs and workers incentives to raise
productivity
From Poor Law to community care 1998-09-01 recent community care changes have raised fundamental issues about the changing role
of the public voluntary and informal sectors in the provision of social care to older people they have also raised issues about the health
and social care interface the extent to which services should be rationed and the respective roles of residential care and care at home
from poor law to community care sets these debates in the context of the historical growth of welfare services from the outbreak of the
second world war through to the establishment of social services departments in 1971 based on extensive research on primary sources
such as the public records office and interviews with key actors the book considers the changing perceptions of the needs of elderly
people the extent to which they have been a priority for resources and the possibilities for a policy which combines respect for elderly
people with an avoidance of the exploitation of relatives this is an updated second edition of the development of welfare services for
elderly people first published by croom helm 1985 it is essential reading for practitioners and policy makers interested in gerontology
policy studies community care and postgraduate students studying and training in a range of health and social care related professions
The Fifth Crusade in Context 2016-10-14 the fifth crusade represented a cardinal event in early thirteenth century history occurring
during what was probably the most intensive period of crusading in both europe and the holy land following the controversial outcome
of the fourth crusade in 1204 and the decrees of the fourth lateran council in 1215 pope innocent iii s reform agenda was set to give
momentum to a new crusading effort despite the untimely death of innocent iii in 1216 the elaborate organisation and firm crusading
framework made it possible for pope honorius iii to launch and oversee the expedition the fifth crusade marked the last time that a
medieval pope would succeed in mounting a full scale genuinely international crusade for the recovery of the holy land yet despite its
significance it has largely been neglected in the historiography the crusade was much more than just a military campaign and the
present book locates it in the contemporary context for the first time the fifth crusade in context is of crucial importance not only to
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better understand the organization and execution of the expedition itself but also to appreciate its place in the longer history of
crusading as well as the significance of its impact on the medieval world
Enlightenment in Dispute 2008-04-17 enlightenment in dispute is the first comprehensive study of the revival of chan buddhism in
seventeenth century china focusing on the evolution of a series of controversies about chan enlightenment jiang wu describes the
process by which chan reemerged as the most prominent buddhist establishment of the time he investigates the development of chan
buddhism in the seventeenth century focusing on controversies involving issues such as correct practice and lines of lineage in this
way he shows how the chan revival reshaped chinese buddhism in late imperial china situating these controversies alongside major
events of the fateful ming qing transition wu shows how the rise and fall of chan buddhism was conditioned by social changes in the
seventeenth century
The Abortion Debate in the World Arena 1999 using extensive interviews including discussions with heads of state and church and
original research in kenya mexico and poland andrzej kulczycki examines how cultural history women s movements the catholic
church and transnational influences have shaped abortion policies in those nations and beyond
Rhetorical Patterns that Have Emerged in the Debate Over the Shift to a "new Public Management" Policy Paradigm in Public
Administration 1998 how can we harness the energy for change that lives in each of us in soul force nonprofit leaders reesheda graham
washington and shawn casselberry offer seven pivots that unleash the creative energy within us toward courage community and
change building on gandhi and martin luther king s concept of a power mightier than ourselves soul force moves us from barriers to
bridge building self centeredness to solidarity consuming to creating and maintenance to movement packed with stories from the
authors work with communities first association l ve café and mission year soul force invites readers on a journey from the societal
shackles that bind to the spirit who frees from those working at the grassroots to those leading at the grass tips soul force offers a
compelling and practical model for personal and collective transformation
Soul Force 2018-06-05 this food policy report reviews resilience processes activities and outcomes by examining a number of case
studies of initiatives by nongovernmental organizations ngos to enhance resilience capacity and draws implications for policymakers and
other stakeholders looking to strengthen resilience
RESILIENCE PROGRAMMING AMONG NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 2015-01-30 this edited volume represents the
best of the scholarship presented at the 18th national communication association american forensic association conference on
argumentation this biennial conference brings together a lively group of argumentation scholars from a range of disciplinary approaches
and a variety of countries disturbing argument contains selected works that speak both to the disturbing prevalence of violence in the
contemporary world and to the potential of argument itself to disturb the very relations of power that enable that violence scholars
essays analyze a range of argument forms including body and visual argument interpersonal and group argument argument in electoral
politics public argument argument in social protest scientific and technical argument and argument and debate pedagogy contributors
study argument using a range of methodological approaches from social scientifically informed studies of interpersonal group and
political argument to humanistic examinations of argument theory political discourse and social protest to creatively informed
considerations of argument practices that truly disturb the boundaries of what we consider argument
Disturbing Argument 1997 work through the biases that hinder your ability to effectively communicate across race genders
generations sexual orientation and political ideology filter shift describes the notion of unconscious filters how we create them how we
perceive the world through them and how they control us the vast majority of us are persistently held back by our unconscious biases
and misperceptions even with the best of intentions filter shift explores the unseen dynamics that get in the way providing a series of
blueprints for success using a language that is easy to adapt and models that drive home concepts filter shift provides a foundation for
understanding how our filters impact our interactions and thereby our ability to perform and interact with others in a positive way
myrna marofsky author of the art of diversity training in the quest for increasing cultural competence for workplace effectiveness it is
rare to find a skillful articulate coach like sara taylor donna rae sheffert leadership and management consultant
Shift 2016-12-13 the traditional educational landscape often struggles to keep pace with the rapid advancements in technology and the
evolving needs of both students and educators this challenge has given rise to a crucial question how can we effectively harness the full
potential of next generation educational technologies to shape a brighter future for education a solution to this very question can be
found within the pages ofreshaping learning with next generation educational technologies this book delves deep into the convergence
of artificial intelligence ai disruptive technologies and cutting edge educational practices revealing their transformative power through
practical examples visionary insights and thought provoking analyses it provides a roadmap for educators researchers and professionals
to navigate this changing educational landscape it s a call to action urging academia to seize the transformative potential of these
groundbreaking technologies
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Filter Shift 2024-05-06 this book takes stock of learning theories in the european union eu integration literature and assesses what
insights the concept of learning has added to our understanding of the european integration processes given the european integration
dynamics since 2000 including enlargement and new governance approaches and instruments learning and learning related theories
have gained major eu significance the book addresses the less noticed micro level patterns of behavioural change that deserve more
visibility in the eu s theoretical toolbox it focuses on the conditions under which eu actors in various decision making processes learn or
do not learn in asking this question it raises issues about the eu s nature do the eu conditions that favour learning outweigh the eu
conditions that inhibit learning is the eu system too complex for learning processes to have a discernible concrete impact to assess the
degree that the eu system and its member states learn the authors selected for this volume are all explicitly comparative in their
approach and have been encouraged to look at differences across political systems in doing so the authors study how eu member states
eu institutions and other groups and organisations pursue learning across the multi level eu policy process this book was previously
published as a special issue of journal of european public policy
Reshaping Learning with Next Generation Educational Technologies 1942 this book considers elicitive conflict transformation and its
interrelation with humanistic psychology it discusses the transrational turn in the fields of diplomacy military development cooperation
and political economy presenting a new model of conflict analysis with practical implications for peace work
Boeing Magazine 1928 examining the role of implicit unconscious thinking on reasoning decision making problem solving creativity
and its neurocognitive basis for a genuinely psychological conception of rationality this volume contributes to a current debate within
the psychology of thought that has wide implications for our ideas about creativity decision making and economic behavior the essays
focus on the role of implicit unconscious thinking in creativity and problem solving the interaction of intuition and analytic thinking
and the relationship between communicative heuristics and thought the analyses move beyond the conventional conception of mind
informed by extra psychological theoretical models toward a genuinely psychological conception of rationality a rationality no longer
limited to conscious explicit thought but able to exploit the intentional implicit level the contributors consider a new conception of
human rationality that must cope with the uncertainty of the real world the implications of abandoning the normative model of classic
logic and adopting a probabilistic approach instead the argumentative and linguistic aspects of reasoning and the role of implicit thought
in reasoning creativity and its neurological base contributors maria bagassi linden j ball jean baratgin aron k barbey tilmann betsch eric
billaut jean françois bonnefon pierre bonnier shira elqayam keith frankish gerd gigerenzer ken gilhooly denis hilton anna lang stefanie
lindow laura macchi hugo mercier giuseppe mosconi ian r newman mike oaksford david over guy politzer johannes ritter steven a
sloman edward j n stupple ron sun nicole h therriault valerie a thompson emmanuel trouche raymond riccardo viale
The Gavel 2013-10-18 ��������������������������������������� �� ������������ ��������� ��
����� ��������������� ������������� ������������ ������������������������������ ���
���������� ���������������������������������
Learning and Governance in the EU Policy Making Process 2005 encyclopedia of evolutionary biology four volume set is the definitive
go to reference in the field of evolutionary biology it provides a fully comprehensive review of the field in an easy to search structure
under the collective leadership of fifteen distinguished section editors it is comprised of articles written by leading experts in the field
providing a full review of the current status of each topic the articles are up to date and fully illustrated with in text references that
allow readers to easily access primary literature while all entries are authoritative and valuable to those with advanced understanding
of evolutionary biology they are also intended to be accessible to both advanced undergraduate and graduate students broad topics
include the history of evolutionary biology population genetics quantitative genetics speciation life history evolution evolution of sex
and mating systems evolutionary biogeography evolutionary developmental biology molecular and genome evolution coevolution
phylogenetic methods microbial evolution diversification of plants and fungi diversification of animals and applied evolution presents
fully comprehensive content allowing easy access to fundamental information and links to primary research contains concise articles by
leading experts in the field that ensures current coverage of each topic provides ancillary learning tools like tables illustrations and
multimedia features to assist with the comprehension process
The Perplexing Shift from Shortage to Surplus 2013-07-29 all you need to make the shift to stem a reality this resource makes the
process of shifting to a comprehensive integrated stem school or district within reach invaluable case studies featuring stem pioneers
model how successful stem centered learning takes place you ll find process specific best practices and strategies to help you understand
create and lead the stem change proces prepare the school community for stem integrate 21st century skills the arts and humanities
includes step by step checklists and visual mapping guides use this groundbreaking resource to systematically implement stem
instruction that prepares students for the global economy
Elicitive Conflict Transformation and the Transrational Shift in Peace Politics 2016-03-18 understand what s required to deliver top of
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the line customer experiences as organizations around the world do their best to deliver meaningful effective and efficient customer
experiences many are encountering difficulty translating their actions into progress these businesses find that despite a plethora of
initiatives programs and plans inclusive and excellent customer service remains stubbornly out of reach in shift transform motion into
progress in business chief strategy and marketing officers at merkle and dentsu offer business leaders a practical and coherent approach
to creating the consistently exceptional customer experience that would set their business apart from the competition the authors link
three key themes a clear vision with clear performance indicators an aligned team and a deep understanding of the marketplace and
outline their importance in the quest for the ideal client experience they explain the importance of measuring progress through the
eyes of the customer and ensuring that the measures that matter to customers are improving a necessary addition to the reading lists of
innovation and business development professionals shift deserves a place on the bookshelves of managers executives and other business
leaders attempting to set their organization apart from the competition
Cognitive Unconscious and Human Rationality 2016-04-14 the antebellum period has long been identified with the belated emergence
of a truly national literature and yet as meredith l mcgill argues a mass market for books in this period was built and sustained through
what we would call rampant literary piracy a national literature developed not despite but because of the systematic copying of foreign
works restoring a political dimension to accounts of the economic grounds of antebellum literature mcgill unfolds the legal arguments
and political struggles that produced an american culture of reprinting and held it in place for two crucial decades in this culture of
reprinting the circulation of print outstripped authorial and editorial control mcgill examines the workings of literary culture within
this market shifting her gaze from first and authorized editions to reprints and piracies from the form of the book to the intersection of
book and periodical publishing and from a national literature to an internally divided and transatlantic literary marketplace through
readings of the work of dickens poe and hawthorne mcgill seeks both to analyze how changes in the conditions of publication
influenced literary form and to measure what was lost as literary markets became centralized and literary culture became stratified in
the early 1850s american literature and the culture of reprinting 1834 1853 delineates a distinctive literary culture that was regional in
articulation and transnational in scope while questioning the grounds of the startlingly recent but nonetheless powerful equation of the
national interest with the extension of authors rights
������� 2015-04-22 what makes human consciousness unique john parrington draws on early russian ideas and the latest
neuroscience to argue that humans went through a mind shift when we developed language and words and the shared cultural world
they enabled altered our brains and have shaped them ever since
Encyclopedia of Evolutionary Biology 1978 this book is about that idea and how it can be used to develop consistency across shifts in
residential and health settings it demonstrates that passing information productively from one shift to another is not about the
information itself but about the context in which the passing takes place
The STEM Shift 2022-01-25 although the name pithecanthropus is now seldom used there are few who study the origin of our species
who will fail to recognise the historical place of the usage and its association with eugene dubois during the last thirty or forty years
australopithecus and its african context has tended to draw attention from the early work on our origins in java it is now increasingly
common to hear the term pithecanthropine used only to indicate the asian or far eastern examples of homo erectus which although
probably derived from african ancestry have some features that in the opinion of some experts may justify their being considered
distinctive this discussion is not within the pages that follow which deal extensively with the work of eugene dubois he was an
extraordinary man who did as much as any person since to put the great antiquity of our ancestors firmly in the public domain dubois
became involved with the study of human origins from a medical and anatomical background as have many since the jealousies and
professional pressures that we think of as a phenomenon of the post war years were clearly a major factor in deciding the future of his
career
A Critical Review of the Literature on Shift-share as a Forecasting Technique 2013-10-11 topics in the book determinants of maternal
and child health care service utilization among mothers of mount elgon constituency bungoma kenya factors influencing male
involvement in safe motherhood among communities in kwale and kilifi in coastal kenya socio cultural characteristics on male
involvement in safe motherhood among communities in kwale and kilifi in coastal kenya using novel nutritional assessment tool to
assess the nutritional status of the elderly in mazenod the case of old age pension scheme in lesotho factors influencing low birth weight
lbw among mother neonate pairs and associated health outcomes at coast general hospital mombasa county kenya factors influencing
health workers performance in public health facilities in the devolved system of government a case of embakasi east sub county nairobi
county
Shift 1974 new technologies are dramatically changing the face of education and the nature of childhood itself in shift to the future
nicola yelland examines the ways in which these technologies are reshaping the social personal and educational experiences of
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childhood and explores the curricular revisions such changes demand with a focus on the various information and communications
technologies icts available to young students and the possibilities these icts offer for teaching and learning shift to the future provides
inspiring examples of teachers who have innovatively incorporated new technologies into their classrooms to engage their students in
contemporary times
American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting, 1834-1853 2021 no group of american minority voters shifted allegiance more
dramatically in the 1930s than black americans did up until the new deal era blacks had shown their traditional loyalty to the party of
lincoln by voting overwhelmingly the republican ticket by the end of f d roosevelt s first administration however they tremendously
voted the democratic ticket the decades long wholesale attachment of blacks to the party of lincoln with its laudable efforts to support
blacks emancipation proclamation and reconstruction was understandable and inevitable enough the anomaly was the massive shift by
blacks to the democratic party traditionally identified with its long list of constant anti black and premeditated opposition to black
liberation opposition to emancipation and reconstruction and with an ongoing record of all forms of racial discrimination segregation
disfranchisement exclusion white primaries and white supremacy the transformation of the black vote from solidly republican to
solidly democratic did not happen instantaneously but rather it developed over decades of maturing as a result of the amalgamated
efforts of presidents and black leaders the move of black voters toward the democratic party was part of a nationwide trend that had
occurred with the creation of the roosevelt coalition of1936 this national shift would make the democrats the majority party for the next
several decades including a very decisive margin of black voters in the balance of power
New Zealand Foreign Affairs Review 2018-05-30 this book first published in 2000 provides an overview of theories of the state found
in international relations
Mind Shift 2012-12-06 double shift looks at the history of working mothers and explores issues such as improved chidcare and the
vexed question of maternity leave
Handing Over 2023-08-29 developments in technologies have evolved in a much wider use of technology throughout science
government and business resulting in the expansion of geographic information systems gis is the academic study and practice of
presenting geographical data through a system designed to capture store analyze and manage geographic information geographic
information systems concepts methodologies tools and applications is a collection of knowledge on the latest advancements and research
of geographic information systems this book aims to be useful for academics and practitioners involved in geographical data
Eugène Dubois and the Ape-Man from Java 2003
The Shift towards Value Based Care 2006-11-06
Business World 2014-11
Shift to the Future 1985
Blacks in the New Deal: The Shift from an Electoral Tradition and ist Legacy 2000-04-27
Constitutional Conventions Procedures 2005
The State and International Relations 2012-09-30
Double Shift 2002
Geographic Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
A Laboratory Comparison of Clockwise and Counter-clockwise Rapidly Rotating Shift Schedules
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